"You won't get dizzy doing a good turn."

6. "A wise traveler goeth on cheerily. He carries his sunshine with him."

7. "We want to live on, not because of ourselves, but because of the people who care."

8. Rev 3:10 "I will keep thee in the hour of trial that hour which is to come upon the whole world."

9. "You cannot wear out your thinker. Your brain grows stronger with use."
1. A man was locked in a room which was empty except for a piano. How did he get out? (He played the piano till he found the right key.)

II. What goes around a bucket?
(a goat)

11. How many apples were eaten in the Garden of Eden?
Eve ate eight.
Adam ate two.
Eve's son Adam won one. \( \frac{1}{11} \)